
David Woolsey survived his ordeal in the California back country thanks to the ACR Bivy Stick satellite communication device
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ACR Bivy Stick Satellite Communication
Device Proves Vital to this Survivor’s
Cautionary Tale

On May 16th, what was planned to be a fun weekend hike turned into
anything but that. Thanks to the 2 Way Iridium Satellite Communications of
the Bivy Stick from ACR Electronics with SOS provided by Global Rescue,
David Woolsey lived to tell his storyof what can go wrong in the backcountry.

The climb to West Lake in California was harder than David expected. Despite
a decent night’s sleep, a solid hot breakfast and decent morning weather, he
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started losing the mental game that backpacking demands we play. The
elevation was affecting his breathing and tiring him out. His pack felt heavier
than it should, he lost his appetite and didn’t force new calories in to replace
the ones he spent. David was drinking water, but not enough. The snow drifts
he encountered were deeper and softer than he cared for. But he was getting
closer to his destination, so he pushed ahead.

David was tired, dehydrated, nauseous, short of breath, calorie deficient, and
not thinking clearly. He had about a quarter of a liter of water and plenty of
food on his back but lacked the will to eat it. Having a soaking wet tent on
his back but lacking the will to stop and set it up, all he could think of was “I
need to get off this mountain. I do not want to spend another night on this
mountain.” The feedback loop had started. The seed of doubt was growing.

That’s why Bivy Stick is worth having - in expected situations, it keeps you
connected and provides you and loved ones with valuable peace of mind, but
in unexpected situations, it could be a life saver. With that in mind, David
decided to push the SOS button and ask for help.

With the two-way text communication feature David was able to do two
important things. First, he was able to alert his wife to the predicament.
Second, he could let Global Rescue know exactly what his situation was, so
they could arrange the best assistance. In David’s case, help came swiftly,
more swiftly than he expected. Search and Rescue knew he was conscious,
breathing, uninjured and not in imminent life-threatening danger. In short,
they gave David confidence and helped him walk off the mountain on his
own two feet.

David’s complete cautionary tale can be read here.

The new ACR Bivy Stick offers adventurers an innovative and affordable
option for sending SMS messages, tracking and sharing location information,
accessing GPS maps, viewing live weather forecasts and initiating a distress
call in an emergency. Providing a convenient, subscription-based solution,
the easy-to-use ACR device weighs just 100g and works with a user’s
smartphone, offering an efficient way to communicate and keep loved ones
updated when out of cellular service zones.

Designed to provide the full range of benefits when paired with a
smartphone, it also includes a dedicated check-in button for updating friends
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and family with a preset message at a specific location. There is also an SOS
button to contact rescue services in an emergency, with SOS communication
also available through the app.

The ACR Bivy Stick offers a more flexible pricing structure than similar
products, allowing users to pay for only the months they use the device, with
no annual contract or activation fee required. The easiest option is an
unlimited fee of $49.99 per month. There are also two different Credit plans:
20 Credits for $18 per month or 100 Credits for $40 per month. The Credits
do not expire, so they can be saved for times of high outdoor activity. One
Credit is the equivalent to one SMS message, one tracking interval, one
location request, or one basic weather report, while SOS and preset messages
are unlimited.

The ACR Bivy Stick is available for a retail price of $349.95.

Ends

Notes for editors

ACR Electronics, Inc. announced the acquisition of Bivy, a privately-held
satellite communication device and outdoor adventure app provider, on
March 23rd, 2021.

A limited number of ACR Bivy Stick devices are available for editors and
journalists for trials and product reviews. Please contact Jules at
j.riegal@saltwater-stone.comto register your interest.

For further information, please contact:

Mikele D’Arcangelo
ACR Electronics
mikele.darcangelo@acrartex.com
+1 954-862-2115

or

Jules Riegal

https://www.acrartex.com/press_releases/acr-acquires-bivy
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Saltwater Stone
j.riegal@saltwater-stone.com
+44 (0)1202 669244

About ACR Electronics, Inc.

ACR Electronics, Inc., designs and manufactures a complete line of safety and
survival products for the brands ACR, ARTEX, Skytrac, Flight Data Systems,
Ocean Signal, United Moulders (UML), Latitude Technologies and NAL
Research. Available products include Emergency Position-Indicating Radio
Beacons (EPIRBs), Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs), ARTEX Emergency
Locator Transmitters (ELTs), Flight Data Monitoring, GADSS, Search and
Rescue Transponders (SARTs), Strobe Lights, Life Jacket Lights and Inflators,
Boat Search Lights, and other associated safety accessories. ACR’s facility
Quality Management System (QMS) is certified by TUV USA and is certified in
accordance with AS9100C / ISO 9001:2008 standards. Recognized as a world
leader in safety and survival technologies for over 60 years, ACR has provided
life-saving equipment to the marine, outdoor, aviation industries as well as to
various government agencies worldwide. For more information go to
www.ACRARTEX.com
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